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Near the end of Eyrbyggja saga Thorir asks Ospak and
his men where they had gotten the goods they were
carrying. Ospak said that they had gotten them at
Thambardal. "How did you come by them?" said
Thorir. Ospak answered, "They were not given, they
were not paid to me, nor were they sold either." Ospak
had earlier that evening raided the house of a farmer
called Alf and made away with enough to burden four
horses. And this was exactly what he told Thorir when
he wittily eliminated the other modes of transfer by
which he could have acquired the goods. There is no
question of thievery here. An Icelandic thief had to
conceal the taking, and Ospak was not so craven. His
taking was open and notorious, and Thorir did not fail
to conceive his meaning. This was a ran, an open,
hostile taking.
Ospak is also saying something about modes of
exchange in medieval Iceland. He is listing, apparently
in descending order of probability, just how goods
were likely to be transferred between two people of
roughly equal social standing: as a gift, as a payment
(presumably by way of compensation in the settlement
of a claim), or as a purchase. Last comes ran, unmentioned because it was unsociable.

Buying and
Plundering:
Exchange
in Medieval
Iceland
by William Ian Miller

Editor's note: The following
article i an abbreviated version
of "Gift, Sale, Payment, Raid:
Case Studies in the Negotiation
and Classification of Exchange
in Medieval Iceland," in
Speculum 61(1986),18-50.
Reprinted by permission.

The domestic economy of medieval Iceland was not
to be found in towns and villages, which did not exist
until the early nineteenth century. The basic unit of
residence and production was the household farm.
These farms were largely self-sufficient, but this did
not preclude internal trade. Peddlers and beggars
wandered from farm to farm bearing both gossip and
goods. The things 1-the Althing in the summer and
local things in spring and fall-also provided regular
meeting places where various types of exchanges
and the settling of debts could occur.
Under usual circumstances, when harvests were
adequate and the weather bearable, the household was
able to provide itself with basic necessities. There were
regular exchanges of tangibles between households,
but these exchanges were submerged in social relations
rather than undertaken for purely economic reasons.
Friends, kin, and affines exchanged invitations to
feasts and sent their guests away with gifts. These
exchanges were domesticated by habit and ritual. This
is not to say they were free of conflict. Feasts were the
occasion for insult and slighted sensibility no less than
for conviviality, for renewing and reaffirming bonds
of blood and alliance. Gift exchange, though sociable,
was hardly disinterested and could mask strategies
not so amiable. But the gamesmanship and tactics of
sociable exchange had the virtue of familiarity and
regularity. Overt conflict was euphemized or even
suppressed entirely by densely hedging the transaction with safeguards of peacefulness. Shows of generosity were to be met with shows of gratitude.

When transfers of goods were sought which were
not already regularized by well-defined norms or
habit, and especially when they were not initiated by
the present possessor, tensions and uncertainties surfaced. This did not mean that there would be no transfer, but it put the parties to the burden of defining the
transaction. If food and.fodder were consumed at
another's farm, if the host's horse or cloak left openly
with the visitor after a meal, the transfer was unambiguously by way of gift; this was true even if the gift
was a thinly disguised payment for support, or a kind
of enforced hospitality. But if food and provisions
were taken away uneaten, if swords and horses were
removed secretly or without a meal having first been
taken, the nature of the transaction was uncertain
unless the parties first actively defined it. The uncertainty made for irritated sensibilities and could lead to
misunderstanding and easy offense. The transfer still
might be by way of gift, but it could be a purchase,
or a payment in settlement of some prior wrong, or,
to recall Ospak, an open expropriation.
Each mode of exchange had its norms and vocabulary. When a ·party sought to fala or kaupa something,
he typed himself as a buyer. If the other party in
response to this sold or gave for a price, there was a
bargain or purchase (kaup). In this mode, the amount
of return and the time and place of payment were bargained over and specified. A significant feature of this
arrangement was that it purported to relate only goods
to each other, not people, and as such was a denial of
continuing social relations between the principals.
Gift giving, by contrast, gave rise to social relations
and adjusted the status of the parties in relation to each
other. The giver gained prestige and power from the
exchange. He exacted deference from the receiver and
obliged him to reciprocate. But the amount and place
of return, and above all its timing, were left open and
to the discretion of the recipient. In gift exchange,
time was not something that burdened the debtor with
exponential increases in the value of his obligation;
time was his to manipulate, so as to readjust and redefine the relations between himself and the giver. He
could choose the insult of the too hasty return, the
sullenness of excessive delay, or no return at all, which,
depending on the circumstances, could signal utter
contempt for the giver or permanent subordination to
him. Social relations, their definition, and the determination of status were much of what motivated gift
exchange.
Ran, like gift exchange, admitted reciprocity and
defined social relations. But it inverted the movement
of property as against the duty to make return. It was
now the prior possessor who owed a response, not the
raider; and it was the raider who achieved social dominance from the transfer, not the prior possessor. Here

too the timing and quality of return were left to those
who had the return to make. And timing was no less
significant here than in the world of gift exchange:
"Only the slave avenges himself immediately, but
the coward never does." The meaning of the mode
of exchange, whether ran, gift, sale, or payment,
was dependent on a host of variables which the context
provided and which I will return to in more detail later.
In the case that follows and in others discussed in a
longer version of this article, the parties were forced to
deal with each other outside the regularized convivial
channels and outside the boundaries of a place clearly
designated as a marketplace. At times the pressing
need of famine and hay shortage brought them
together, at times the desire for a specific prestige
good, like fine horses or fine swords, and at times the
demands of liability in law and feud. The cases reveal
how, in the absence of a market economy and its
accompanying mercantile assumptions, parties went
about defining the nature of a transaction. We find
that the completion of a transaction did not depend on
the determination of a mutually acceptable price, but
rather on the determination of the mode in which the
transfer, if there was to be one, would take place. We
also see that there was a resistance to transfers by sale
between members of the same social rank.
This paper is not intended to be a definitive study of
Icelandic exchange. I have confined myself to cases in
the sagas that show members of the bondi2 class dealing
with each other explicitly about goods. The sagas are
the only sources that preserve circumstantial accounts
of these kinds of transactions, although the early laws,
collectively known as Gragas, also provide relevant
information. The cases reveal the extraordinary political and social complexity of such transactions and the
significance of the sagas as valuable sources of historical evidence.
Gunnar v. Otkel: Hallgerd's Theft
The facts below are a summary of a failed transaction and the consequences of its failure, as recorded
in Njals saga, chs. 47-50. These events represent the initial phase of a dispute that expanded into a complex
and bitter feud. It will lead to the death of Otkel and
his close kin and to the death of Gunnar as well.
Gunnar is a bondi and a great warrior; he keeps good
kinship; he is a loyal friend, and generous too.
Although not a chieftain, 3 he is looked to as
the leader of his own formidable kin group
and as a "big man" in the district in which
he lives. Because of famine conditions
and his own
generosity, ~
Gunnar
runs short of

hay and food. He seeks out Otkel, a wealthy farmer,
who is apparently well stocked in spite of the famine.
Gunnar offers to buy hay and food from Otkel. Following the counsel of his friend Skammkel, who is
described as ill-willed, a liar, and also unpleasant to
deal with, Otkel refuses to sell, and also refuses Gunnar's request for a gift. Tempers start to get hot among
the members of both parties but nothing comes of the
encounter, except that Otkel offers to sell Gunnar a
slave, which he buys. The slave falls well short of contemporary standards of merchantability, but Otkel
makes no effort to inform Gunnar of the slave's defects.
Later in the summer, while Gunnar is attending the
Althing, Hallgerd, his wife, orders the slave to steal
enough butter and cheese from Otkel's farm to load
two horses and to burn the storehouse so that no orie
will suspect a theft. Gunnar returris to discover the
theft, knowledge of which Hallgerd does not try to
keep from him. Eventually it becomes general knowledge, and Gunnar decides to make an offer of compensation to Otkel. Otkel, again heeding Skammkel's
counsel, refuses several very generous offers of settlement, choosing instead ultimately to summon Hallgerd for theft and Gunnar for illicit use of another's
property. Once at the Althing the lawsuit never gets off
the ground, because Otkel's supporters abandon him.
Gunnar is granted self-judgment-the right to arbitrate the case to which he is a party-and ends up
paying nothing.
We are never told why Gunnar initally sought out
Otkel, but it can be assumed that the state of Otkel's
stores was not unknown. The saga describes the encounter thus:
Gunnar then summoned Kolskegg [his
brother], Thrain Sigfusson [his mother's brother],
and Lambi Sigurdarson [a first cousin] to go with
him on a journey. They travelled to Kirkby and
called Otkel out. He greeted them and Gunnar
took the greeting well.
"It so happens," said Gunnar, "that I have come
to ask to buy hay and food from you, if there's
some available."
"There's both," said Otkel, ''but I will sell you
neither."
"Will you give it to me then," said Gunnar,
"and leave it open as to how I'll reward you?"
"I don't wish to," said Otkel (Skammkel was
contributing bad counsel).
Thrain Sigfusson said, "It'd be fitting if we took
it and left what it was worth in its place."
"The Mosfell men will have to be dead and
gone," said Skammkel, ''before you Sigfussons
will be able to plunder them."
"I won't take part in a raid," said Gunnar.
"Do you want to buy a slave from me?" said
Otkel.
"I won't refuse to," said Gunnar. He bought the
slave and then they went on their way.
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The passage shows the parties raising three ways
of transferring the food and fodder: (1) sale for a price;
(2) gift with the prospect of a return gift in the future;
and (3) ran with an immediate return dictated by the
taker. All three modes are rejected. Otkel does not
want to sell or give; Gunnar does not want a ran even
though supporters of both principals were willing to
agree on this mode. Skammkel, in fact, by doubting
the ability of Gunnar and his companions to succeed
in a violent taking, is challenging them to do so and
thereby accepting Thrain's "offer" to raid.
Just why the transaction failed is complicated and
requires a rather full discussion, but we can dismiss at
the outset several propositions. Otkel did not refuse
Gunnar's requests because he feared inadequate compensation. There is absolutely no discussion about
price here. And to object that there would be no point
in discussing price because in famine times the value
of food reaches infinity in relation to noncaloric money
substances does not account for Otkel's lack of concern
later when he hears about the fire and loss of food: "He
took the loss well and said that it probably happened
because the storehouse was so near the kitchen."
Otkel is not worried about depleting his own supplies.
Something else is motivating him, and it is not merely
a matter of Skammkel's malice, although, at one level,
this is what the author apparently would have us
believe. Otkel is also the recipient of much good counsel from his brother Hallbjom, but he chooses to
reject it.
When Gunnar arrives at Kirkby he calls Otkel out.
This is the usual procedure and it gives no occasion for
insult. Otkel's greeting and Gunnar's friendly acceptance of it show as much. Gunnar gets to the purpose
of his visit immediately by asking to buy hay and food.
The quickness with which the request is made indicates that Gunnar does not wish to stay; he is not a
seeker of hospitality. The haste could have been motivated by a desire to signal his own sense of social superiority or by polite concern not to impose himself and
his followers without having first been invited. Either
interpretation implies a sense of social distance, one
benign and one less so. Otkel's reading of Gunnar's
motivation would have depended on the accompanying manipulation of other codes of sociability-like
body language, the significance of visits at certain
times of the day or seasons of the year, the number
of companions, how they are dressed, the arms they
bear, and their relationship to the principal, among
many other things.
Each party appears to misread the other's intentions.
Gunnar's expedition is not as hostile as Otkel suspects
it might be, and Otkel is not as amenable to supplying
him with food as Gunnar thinks he will be. So it is that
Gunnar construes Otkel's remark-"there's both, but
I will sell you neither" -as a hint to ask for a gift rather
than as the statement of defiance it soon proves itself to
be, that is, as an indication of hostility to selling rather

than hostility to him. The shift from the
idiom of buying and selling to the language of gift exchange is not a euphemistic
way of discretely haggling over price. It is
an attempt to define the social significance
of the transfer by negotiating the mode of
exchange; at issue is the quality of relations
between the parties, not price.
Otkel clarifies, or perhaps first formulates, his position when he refuses to make
a gift. Relations have now been established
between the groups, and they are hostile .
Otkel's refusal to transfer voluntarily
threatens to tum Gunnar's trip to no
account. Such fruitless expeditions are,
everywhere in the sagas, sources of humiliation, and humiliations create debts that
demand repayment. This is why Thrain
urges a forceful taking and why Hallgerd
later will connive a taking of her own. By
refusing to ttansfer food, Otkel chooses
to tranfer insult instead. And it will be
repaid. The two groups will henceforth
engage in unsociable transactions,
exchanging lawsuits and killings. These
are not exchanges of intangibles. Legal
actions, arbitrations, and killing are invariably accompanied by property transfers,
whether as compensation awards and
wergeld payments, confiscations pursuant
to outlawry judgments, or raids. Such are
the reciprocities of the blood feud.
Otkel does not look especially admirable
in this dealing. Merely to be possessed of
plenty in famine times is grounds for suspicion as to character. But elsewhere Otkel
is capable of generosity; he does not deny
gifts and hospitality to everyone. Something in the transaction itself or the identity of the would-be purchaser provokes
the refusal to transfer food. Consider the
events from Otkel's point of view. Otkel

and Gunnar, though resident in the same district, are
not mentioned as having had any relations prior to the
present incident. No ties of kinship or affinity bind
them or any members of their kin groups. But Gunnar's request forces the parties to establish relations
that will extend beyond this one occasion unless Otkel
is willing to deal in the buy/sell mode, where obligation is specific as to amount and time, and future dealings are not intended unless explicitly agreed to . Once
Gunnar initiates the dealings, Otkel cannot refuse to
deal without insulting the other party. A refusal to sell
or give might be taken as a challenge to take forcefully;
and it was so construed by Gunnar's uncle, Thrain.
The three men accompanying Gunnar are at all times a
potential raiding party. Gunnar seems to have anticipated Otkel's anxieties. He limited his entourage well
below the saga norm of six to twelve, trying to avoid
the aura of intimidation that a larger party would bring
with it. Gunnar's sensitivity about the size of his party
suggests a general knowledge of the intimations of
insult, intimidation, and violence that attached to
going to another's home with the intention of bearing
away provisions undigested on horseback rather than
digested, as a gift of hospitality. If Otkel were a fisherman at a fishing station, Gunnar's arrival would be regularized and insignificant, but Otkel is not a dealer
in foodstuffs.
Otkel is not alone among reluctant sellers in the
sagas. Accounts are uniform in showing sellers to be
defensive about what they perceive as aggressive acts.
And buyers are only too ready to confirm their fears . In
one case an offer to buy food is undertaken specifically
for the purpose of harassing the other party. The
refusal is not only anticipated but wished for, so as to
provide the pretext for even more aggressive action. 4
The case illustrates some of the darker significances of
buying that were consciously manipulated in the strategies of the disputing process.
Gunnar's failed attempt to buy hay and food ends
up, strangely, with Otkel offering to sell Gunnar an
extra mouth to feed, a slave whom Gunnar buys. In
a nice ironic turn, it is the slave, Melkolf, who is.the
means by which food gets transferred from Otkel to
Gunnar; it is he who carries out Hallgerd's command
to steal the food from Otkel and fire his storehouse.
Theft, in Iceland and elsewhere in early Germania, was
a contemptible deed, sharing with murder (the unannounced killing) the shame of secretiveness. Even the
good-for-nothing Melkoli must be threatened with
death before he will steal. The successful theft is not
within the system of reciprocities. Because it is a secret
crime with the thief unknown, theft does not invite
reprisal. Thus, unlike ran, theft denies all social relation . But Hallgerd is not completely secretive about the
theft. She ostentatiously lets Gunnar know about it in
front of visitors, proud that she has avenged her husband's humiliation. Once the theft becomes general
knowledge, it prompts another attempt at exchange
between Gunnar and Otkel. Gunnar again rides to
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Kirkby and indicates his willingness to compensate
Otkel for the losses he has suffered. This time, however, Gunnar is accompanied by eleven others, and
we may presume that the significance of the increase in
numbers was not lost on Otkel. As before Gunnar calls
Otkel o.u t and as before Otkel and his companions
greet him. Then the following negotiations take place,
and they hold the clue as to why Otkel refused
Gunnar's requests earlier:
Otkel asked where Gunnar was travelling
to . "No further than here," said Gunnar. "My
purpose is to tell you that the terrible damage
that occurred here was caused by my wife and
the slave I bought from you."
"That was predictable," said Hallbjorn.
Gunnar said, "I wish to make a good offer:
I propose that the men of the district decide
the matter."
Skammkel said, "That sounds good, but it's not
fair; you are popular with the farmers and Otkel
is unpopular."
"I will propose this, " said Gunnar. "I will judge
the case myself and conclude the issue right here:
I offer my friendship, to pay you a twofold compensation, and to pay it all now."
Skammkel said, "Don't take it. That would
be demeaning if you were to grant him selfjudgment when you should have it."
Otkel said, '''I won't give you self-judgment,
Gunnar."
Gunnar said, "I notice here the counsel of those
who will eventually get their just deserts. Anyway, judge yourself then."
Otkel leaned toward Skammkel and asked,
"How should I answer now?"
Skammkel answered, "Call it a good offer,
but submit your case to Gizur the White and Geir
the chieftain; then many will say that you are like
your father's father, Hallkel, who was the greatest
of warriors."
Otkel said, "That's a good offer, Gunnar, but,
still, I want you to give me the time to meet with
Gizur the White and Geir the chieftain."
Gunnar said, "Have it your way, but some
would say that you can't see where your honor
lies if you don't accept the opportunity I have
offered you."
This passage offers a nutshell exposition of the procedures for both reaching a settlement without going
to law and for determining payment (damages) after
possession has been transferred. But just as did the
earlier negotiations over the purchase of food, these
also break down. Here too price is not at issue,
although Gunnar mistakes the rejection of his offer to
submit to the arbitration of the local farmers as expressing such a concern. This is why, it seems, his next offer
stipulates double compensation. The rejection of this
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offer turns on the significance of letting Gunnar articulate the terms of the award by conferring on himself the right of self-judgment. The
issue is not money, but prestige and honor.
And when Otkel, following Skammkel's advice,
postpones accepting Gunnar's very generous offer to
let Otkel judge the dispute, it is clear that the dispute is
no longer about the value of hay and food at all, but
about competition for power and prestige in the district. In this context Skamrnkel's advice is right. Otkel
gains no prestige if Gunnar freely grants the power of
self-judgment. Units of prestige would only be transferred if Otkel were to force Gunnar to offer self-judgment, or if Gunnar's offer were motivated by fear that
Otkel could force it from him, and not by impatient
irritation to have done with the matter.
In Skamrnkel's sotto voce advice we can ascertain the
reasons for Otkel's earlier refusal to sell and present
refusal to settle. Skamrnkel's reference to Otkel's paternal grandfather, Hallkel, the great warrior, notes a
falling-off in Otkel's lineage from the previous generations. The comment suggests that Otkel is moved by a
concern to reestablish the status his lineage once had
in the district. There would be no better way to accomplish this than to be known as the person who had
bested the great warrior Gunnar. It is significant that
Skamrnkel appends the reference to Hallkel to his
counsel to turn the matter over to Gizur and Geir. Both
these men are godar and both are Otkel's patrilateral
second cousins. The message to Gunnar is unmistakeable. Otkel wishes to expand the dispute beyond
the two households now involved. Nothing could be
more suitable to Otkel's agenda than to make hay of
Hallgerd's disgraceful act. The theft provides a perfect
opportunity to humiliate Gunnar, just as Gunnar's
shortage of supplies had provided earlier. Otkel does

not mean to lose this opportunity and so chooses to
initiate legal action against Hallgerd and Gunnar. This
can be his only motive, since in terms of the dispute as
narrowly conceived-that is, as a case of reparation
for theft and fire-there was little more Otkel could
realistically achieve once Gunnar offered him
self-judgment. ...
The impediments and difficulties which seem to
attach to the transfer of food and hay contrast rather
drolly with how easily property in humans is transferred. Melkolf, the slave, was the object of a gift, 5 a
sale, a payment pursuant to an arbitration award, and
even a ran. His Celtic name, coupled with the brief
notice that Hallbjorn brought him to Iceland, makes it
highly probable that he was introduced into the stream
of commerce as the spoil of a Viking raid.
Only rarely do the sagas show offers to buy goods
leading to a transfer of them by sale. Apparently
everyone knew there was more likelihood of transfer
in another mode of exchange, and they negotiated
with this in mind. There was thus little time spent
bargaining over price, the hasty abandonment of
which marked the rejection of the mercantile mode.
Resistance to selling led to requests for gifts, offers of
gifts from second and third parties, and to open and
secretive expropriations.
The case gives a strong sense that buying and selling
was a hostile transaction; it was something one did
with those from a distance, either spatial distance, as
with Norwegians, or social distance, as with peddlers
and hawkers of marginal social status. In any event,
it was not something a bondi went to another bondi's
house to do. Attempts to trade with equals within the
community often produced the disturbing results of
the preceding cases. This is not to deny that boendr
bought and sold from each other without incident.
Yet these transfers were often accompanied by hints of
intimidation and duress, with one party clearly cashing
in, so to speak, on his greater power. The bonds of
friendship and neighborhood could tolerate an occasional purchase, but the sagas do not show boendr
involved in continuous trading activities at home.
Such arrangements were regular for trading expeditions abroad, but that is a different issue entirely. Gift
exchange and the structured hostility of the feud, with
transfers of compensation and lawsuits, were the preferred means of exchange. It was bad form to seek
openly to bear away goods without some attendant
mystification.
These general statements pertain to only a narrow
range of transactions because our case evidence represents a very specific type of transaction: the request to
purchase provisions. What the party who initiated the
transaction was seeking was crucial to the level of tension and the likelihood of a conflict-free conclusion to
the meeting. The sagas, for instance, are filled with
descriptions of people coming to another's farm or
booth at the thing, seeking marriages or fostering
arrangements, support for lawsuits, arbitrations, and

vengeance expeditions. To be sure, these transactions
could also lead to insult and bitterness, but the impression is that they were distinctly less troublesome, less
anxiety-provoking, because they are more familiar and
regular than requests for goods.
The comfort of the familiar was obtained when
goods moved as an incident to the establishment and
maintenance of social relations. People undertook to
foster children and transferred property to the child
giver in exchange for support. A friend would give
food if he had some to spare because that was what
friendship meant. The familiar meant dealing directly
in humans and about social ties, and only secondarily
in the products of human labor. Social relations meant
that human bodies moved between groups for various
lengths of time. Marriage and fostering sent live bodies
for relatively long periods to other households. Friendship meant bodies went back and forth regularly
between households. Even outright purchases of
support, a frequent saga practice, represented the
transfer of human capital, albeit briefly, from one
household to another. All these relations were characterized by positive or at least neutral sociability.
Bodies also moved between households in modes of
low sociability, but they were maimed or lifeless. In
feud the exchange was in injuries and corpses. But all
movements of bodies, living or dead, between households were accompanied by exchanges of goods: by gift
and hospitality at the sociable end, by wergeld, compensation, and ran at the other end.
The mercantile mode inverted the relation between
goods and bodies. Bodies moved as an incident to the
transfer of goods. Buyers and sellers came together
only to exchange, preferably at a neutral place designated as a market, after which each returned to his producing unit. The goods, not the buyer and seller, were
to be related to each other, and the relationship was
openly expressed as price. This is, of course, an idealized representation. The mercantile exchanges of
two boendr could never be those of the faceless market.
People already knew about each other, and they were
likely to see each other again. Still, to seek to exchange
by purchase and sale carried with it a message of low
sociability. Buying and selling denied accountability by
failing to establish the social relations that held people
to account. Perhaps nothing confirms the strangeness
of mercantile exchange, with its inversion of the relation of goods to bodies, more than the fact that the one
good which flows smoothly in the stream of commerce
does so because it mimics the "right" order by sending
bodies permanently to other households. Selling a
slave was not as irregular as buying hay.
A different set of values accompanied the transfer of
land, at least during the period of colonization. Gifts of
food and hospitality could be quitted with return invitations, and prestige goods like cloaks, weapons, and
fine animals could requite hospitality and each other.
A gift of land, however, some feared, might indicate a
long-term subordination of the recipient to the giver
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be~ause. nothing but a return

gift of land could
extingmsh the obligation.
Ins~ead o~ ~sfavo~g the mercantile mode, prospective reap1ents tried to shift the classification of
the tra~sfer t? purchase and sale, or to expropriatory
modes m which the act of taking clearly indicated the
~aker's domi~ance. The social distance of purchase was
JUSt what Stemunn the Old wanted: "Steinunn the
Old, a kinswoman of Ingolf, went to Iceland and
stayed with Ingolf the first year. He offered to give her
Rosmhvalaness ... , but she gave a spotted cloak for it
and wished to call it a purchase; it seemed to her there
would then be less chance of undoing the transfer."
Others preferred duelling for land, while some
thought it better to be beholden to no one: "Hallstein
~orolfsson thought it cowardly to accept land from
his father and he went west over Breidafjord and took
land there." But with land as with movables, what the
sources show is concern not about price or discussions
of it, but about the classification of the transfer, the
mode of exchange.
There is a lesson in Hallstein's sensitivity. It reveals
that no exchange was just a two party affair. The community passed moral and social judgment on a transaction, allocating in the process honor and prestige
between the parties. And if no third parties were there
to pass judgment, the principals would hypothesize
the judgment anyway. A person risked some part of
his reputation in every social interaction, even in
exchanges, as we gather from Hallstein, between father
and son. All knew that in the process of defining social
relations between the parties there would necessarily
be an adjustment in the standing of the two relative to
each other. And because this adjustment was figured
in units of prestige and honor, its effects would also
determine the quality of one's relations with others.
The skillful participant in exchange was the one who
knew how to manipulate the multitude of signs that
attended the classification of a transaction to the
increase of his honor, not his net worth. The adept
players in this game, that is, the honorable men and
women, were those who knew whether and when to
pay and to pay back, to give and to receive, or to take
a thing and leave behind what they thought it was
worth. Our cases suggest that they were more likely to
exchange goods and services in the forums of dispute
processing and in the festive hall, by compensation
payment or gift, than in a marketplace or the countryside, by sale and purchase. And whether the
exchange was to be by feud or feast was what they
bargained over. ~
FOOTNOfES
meeting where formally inaugurated courts were held. There
were local things meeting in the spring and fall and a thing for all of
Iceland, called the Althing, which met for two weeks at midsummer.
2Boendr, a free farmer who qualifies as a householder.
3A chieftain owned a chieftaincy. lt was freely transferable. The office
carried with it certain judicial and administrative responsibilities.
All free men had to be attached to a chieftain for purposes of thing
1A
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atte~dance .

Thingmen could transfer their allegiance fairly easily. At
the time of the events related here there were thirty-six chieftains in
Iceland .
4
An imaginative disputant like Hvamm-Sturla could expropriate food
by forcing an extra mouth on the seller. After Thorvard sold some
meal of low quality to Sturla, Sturla gave him a choice of being sued
or fostering Sturla's son. Thorvard chose the latter.
5The slave had been given to Otkel by Otkel's brother, Hallbjom, at
the chapter's start.
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